6	INTRODUCTION
spelling of Kashmiri before Isvara-kaula's time, under each
verse of our text we reproduce, in the Nagarl character the
corresponding verse, if available, of this manuscript. Except
that we have divided the words-—a matter which rarely gives
rise to any doubt—-we print these exactly as they stand in
the manuscript with all their mistakes and inconsistencies of
spelling-.
The order of verses in this manuscript is different from that
of Dharma-dasa's text, and we have therefore, in Appendix IV,
given a Concordance, showing the correspondence between
the two.
Although there is not much consistency in old Kashmir!
spelling, the following general remarks may facilitate the
reading of 'the text of Stein B. No attempt is made in it to
indicate the existence of mdtrd-vowels or the consequent
epenthetic changes of Towels caused by them,1 For instance,
the word tot11 (cfrf) is spelt cfeft. and the termination -ivonu (*ft«j)
is spelt ^TPTt- As a rule, long vowels are written in the place
of these wzatfra-vowels, the spelling of the old Prakrit from
which Kashmiri is derived being thus perpetuated, Thuss we
have just seen that u-mdtrd is represented, by & Similarly,
i-m&trd is represented by I. For instance, tarn?1 (nfi?) is spelt
cpft, and tojpHan (rfffW^) is spelt cfpftcf^- Again, U-mdtm
is represented by u9 as in trotf* (^f), written "
Kashmiri possesses a series of affricatives
5f za. In Isvara-kaula's system these are indicated, as shown
here, by dots put under the corresponding- palatal letters.
In Stein B, on the contrary, they are indicated by the palatals
without any distinguishing mark—thus ^ <B£, W. The true
palatals are then distinguished by adding to each the letter ya.
Thus—^f ca, sgf cfia, and sff/a.
It is n universal role in Kashmiri that every final surd
consonant is aspirated. Thus, rat, night, is pronounced rdtt,
1 In our printed text in the Roman character, these are indicated
by small letters above the line, Isvara-kaula indicates them with the
help of the sign for www. Thus, ^9 "T? *^.

